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ABSTRACT
An investigation of the principles of nuclear magnetic resonance
alDsorption has "been undertaken with emphasis on the associated relaxa-
tion mechanism of the nucleus. It was learned that in materials where
the energy coupling "between the spin system and the surrounding lat-
tice structure is small* the energy of the spin system and hence of
the associated intrinsic angular momentum vector direction is con-
served for a period of time conrparahle to that of the relaxation time.
Relaxation times of hours have iDeen shovm to exist in some materials*
However, results of this study indicate that the direction of the ang-
ular momentiim vector of the precessing nuclei is conserved principally
with respect to the external magnetic field direction and not primari-
ly with respect to inertial space.
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OBJECT
The o"bject of this thesis is to investigate the mag~
netic'noment of a nucleas and its suhsequent motion
and orientation in the presence of magnetic fields
and to determine as far as possible whether the prin-
ciples involved may lead to a feasible solution to





It may "be safely stated that a vital element in a self-contained
inertial guidance system or motion isolation system is the gyroscopic
element. For it is this element which provides the system with a vec-
tor position in inertial space* and which is used as a reference for
the measuring instruments.
The theory of the gyroscope and its subsequent instrumentation
and incorporation in various guidance and "base motion isolation sys-
tems has "been documented in the reports issued "by the Instrumentation
Laboratory at M.I. T, and need not "be considered further. (See Appen-
dix B)
It should "be pointed out» however, that the very characteristics
of nature which allow one to use the angular momentum vector as a
space reference direction in a system, also render the system subject
to interferences either natural or man-made, hence, the system can
only be as good as the reliability of the angular momentum vector as
a reference.
Despite the great reduction of bearing-friction torques by the
"• Inertial. space is the space in which Newton's Law of Inertia is
valid, that is, the reference frame in which a force-free body is un-
accelerated.
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use of single degree of freedom floated gyro packages, the residual
uncertainty torques which cause a drift rate in the angular momentum
reference vector are of an order of magnitude large enough to cause
concern in the resulting inaccuracies in the inert ial navigation sys-
tems*
One approach to this prohlem is to make a detailed study of the
(2)
effects of drift in inertial references ' another, is to analyze
the frequency content of the actual minute detrimental disturbances
which the inertial system experiences while in operation. These two
approaches have "been and are "being made at the Instrumentation Labor-
atory at M*I,T.. They "both point to the need for a refinement of the
existing gyroscope or at least for a good coinpensating device to canr
eel the detrimental effects to the extent that the causes of the dis-
turbing torques are known.
Another approach is to search through other natural phenomena
and see whether vector quantities can he found whose orientation is
little or not at all affected "by frictional forces or translational
accelerations. The magnetic moment of a nucleus and its subsequent
motion and orientation in the presence of external magnetic fields
have caused enough interest to wan ait a rather detailed study of the
principles involved in order to determine, as far as possible, whether
these principles may lead to a feasible solution to the problem of ac-
quiring a reliable reference position in inertial space.
The most striking effects of nuclear magnetic phenomena have
been revealed in experiments described by such various names as
»» See bibliography in Appendix D for references in parenthesis.
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nuclear resonance Induct ioni nuclear resonance atsorptioni or radio
spectroscopy, tut they all illustrate the same principle.
The major purpose of this paper is to attempt to study the
causes and effects of a processing mclear magnetic vector in the
presence of external magnetic fields with some emphasis on the relax-
ation mechanisms associated with these motions.
The understanding of the magnetic properties of the nucleus is
"based on the supposition that the nucleus is, in general, a small mag-
net whose interactions with the atomic electrons split the energy
levels hetween which the electrons make the transitions responsible
for atomic line spectra. With the development of spectroscopic ea^uip-
ment, it ultimately "became possible to determine certain nuclear spins
and to measure a number of nuclear magnetic moments to about two sig-
nificant figures; '
Considerably more accurate measurements were obtained in molecu-
lar beam experiments, ' ' which were pioneered under 0, Stern and
later expanded by Eabi at Columbia University. An outstanding addi-
tion to beam technique was the magnetic resonance method, ' ' which
the Eabi group applied to these experiments. The most recent develop-
ments in the study of nuclear magnetic moments have applied the mag-
netic resonance principle to solids, liquids and gases in their nor-
mal physical states, and the compilation of data concerning nuclear
magnetism has become even more rapid.
The new resonance techniques devised siraLltaneously and inde--
(8)(9)pendently by the Purcell and Pound group at Harvard and the
Bloch and Hansen group^ '^ 'at Stanford, require simpler equipment
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than do the "beam experiments. Further, the new methods seldom re-
quire the alteration of the physical or chemical form of the sample
containing the nucleus whose magnetic properties are to "be studied.
The iinportant phenomenon to "be considered in magnetic resonance
is the change of orientation of nuclear moments. His acquaintance
with radio techniques during the war suggested to Bloch a way of de-
tecting a reorientation of nuclear moments through the normal methods
of radio reception. The signals to he detected would he due to the
electromagnetic induction caused hy nuclear reorientation and should
appear as a voltage difference between the terminals of an external
electric circuit.
In order to understand this principle, one can start from macro-
scopic qxiantities and descrihe the underlying phenomenon in simplified
classical terms. Consider for this purpose, as a typical example,
ahout one cuhic centimeter of water with the protons contained in it
as the nuclei under investigation. Their magnetic moments are orient-
ed in a completely random manner in the absence of an external magnet-
ic field. After the sample has heen brought into such a field, how-
everj there will he established a new thermal equilibrium in which
the magnetic moments are distributed with a slight surplus parallel
to the magnetic field. Even in relatively strong fields of the order
of 10,000 gauss this surplus will, at room temperature, amount to no
more than about one part in a million. While its direct observation
would be difficult, there exists a "nuclear paramagnetism" in the
sense that one deals with a finite macroscopic nuclear polarization
which is both parallel and proportional to the applied external mag-
netic field. The establishment of thermal equilibrium demands the
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transfer of the energy released ty the partial orientation of the nu-
clear moments into heat, and this can take place only through inter-
action of these moments with their molecular surroundings. The
strength of this interaction determines the time interval required
for the nuclear moments to adjust themselves to the equilihrium con-
ditions; it is measured hy the "relaxation time'S as in the analogous
case of atomic paramagnetism. The role of relaxation is of hasic sig-
nificance and a more thorough discussion will he given later. For the
moment, to descrihe the nuclear polarization under the conditions of
magnetic resonance, let it "be assumed that equilihrium conditions
have been established, A simple mechanical consideration of the gyro-
scope shows that an alternating field at right angles to the constant
magnetic field has the effect of tilting the direction of the polari-
zation v/ith respect to the constant field, and that the polarization
will thereupon perform a precessional rotation about the field. The
angular frequency of precession is proportional to the field with a
constant of proportionality which is called the "gyromagnetic ratio"
of the nucleus and which is equal to the ratio of its magnetic moment
to its intrinsic angular momentum. From a macroscopic point of view,
one thus deals with a situation in which the protons in the cubic
centimeter of water have the effect of an invisible compass needle ro-
tating in its interior. (See Fig. 1). The "invisibility" refers ac-
tually only to observation of optical frequencies; the rotation occurs
in the range of radiofrequencies, and it can very well be observed by
using Faraday's Law of Induction, (See Fig. 2). Indeed, the rota-
tion of this "compass needle" is acconipanied by that of a magnetic





Figi 1 Principal elements of nuclear precession. The drawing
illustrates the precession of a nucleus in «n external magnetic
field* The torque arising from the action of the magnet upon
the magnetic moment of the nucleus^ which is symholized "by a
compass needle, causes the magnetic moment vector to precess










Fig. 2 Schematic representation of induced nuclear signal. Under
the influence of the field in the gap "between the pole faces* the
water in the test tuhe undergoes a slight nuclear magnetization and
behaves in this respect like an equivalent compass needle^ symholi-
cally indicated in its interior. The adjoining small dotted curve
represents the precession of this equivalent compass needle, occur-
ing at the same rate as that of an individual nucleus. It causes
an induced alternating voltage in the receiver coil, wound around
the sample. After amplification and rectification, this voltage is
displayed as a signal on the screen of the cathode-ray oscillograph.
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axis of rotation, and hence is accompanied "by an electromotive force,
induced in a suitably wound coil of wire around the sample. From here
it is a matter of standard techniques of radio reception to rectify
and amplify this electromotive force so that it can "be recorded on a
voltmeter, displayed on a cathode ray oscillograph, or made audihle
in a loudspeaker.
Using the analogy of mechanical resonance the mechanism of relax-
ation can be seen to resemhle friction. It counteracts the tilt pro-
duced "by the alternating field. If the friction is large, i.e., if
the relaxation time is short, it will either reduce the effect for a
given amplitude of the alternating field or require a correspondingly
larger amplitude. It will, in either case, result in a relatively
broad resonance line, thus dimishing the accuracy of the measurement.
Since the width of the resonance line determines the accuracy with
which magnetic moments can he determined, the necessary conditions
for obtaining sharp lines will be briefly considered. In the first
place, it is necessary that the constant field has the same value in
all parts of the sample; in the second place, in the induction type
of experiment one must not choose an excessive amplitude of the al-
ternating field, since this too would cause an excessive brqadening.
The ultimate limit is given by the natural width of the line, and it
is closely related to the relaxation time. It can be seen, in fact,
that theoretically the accuracy of a measurement by nuclear induction
iB limited only by the number of cycles through which the nuclear po-
larization vector rotates in its precession about the constant field
during the relaxation time. As an example, we shall consider protons
in pure water in a field of 10,000 gauss. The frequency of precession
18
g
here is 42.5 megacycles per second, so that atout 10 cycles are per-
formed during the relaxation time of approximately two seconds. This
means that an accuracy of one part in 100 million could "be achieved
here in principle provided that a sufficiently homogeneous field were
available. Although this limit has not yet heen reached* it is note-
worthy that in water, alcohol and other liquids, resolutions of one
part in 10 million have actually "been achieved. It is indeed the pos-
sihility of coherent olDservation over a large numher of cycles which
allows the use of nuclear induction as a method of high precision
measurements*
In the ensuing chapters the concepts of magnetic resonance will
"be approached from two points of viewi
(a) The resonance phenomena will he studied from a "microscopic"
point of view, that is, the phenomena will "be considered in terms of
the individual nucleus. This treatment implies the use of results
gleaned from quantum mechanical considerations. Where it is necessary,
such results will "be used without attempts at rigorous Justification.
However, plausihility arguments will "be attempted in some instances
where a clearer intuitive concept is desired.
("b) The resonance will also "be studied from a "macroscopic"
point of view, that is, the effects of resonance on a great numher of
nuclei will "be treated "by classical methods. This treatment is made
possible through the use of the famous Bloch formulation.^ '^ '
Although no new ideas on the concepts of nuclear magnetic reson-
ance are presented in the following chapters the writer can "best just-
ify the desirability of this paper "by quoting from a most distinguished
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contrilsutor to the fund of scientific knowledge.
"There are .... some minds v/hich can go on contemplating
with satisfaction pure quantities presented to the eye hy
symlDols, and to the mind in a form which none "but mathe-
maticians can conceive,"
"There are others who feel more enjoyment in following geo-
metrical forms which they draw on paper, or huild up in
the empty space before them,"
"Others again are not content unless they can project
their whole physical energies in to the scene which tney
conjure up. They learn at what rate the planets rush
through space, and they experience a delighted feeling of
exhiliration. They calculate the forces with which the
heavenly todies pull on one another, and they feel their
own muscles straining with the effort,"
"To such men, momentum, energy, mass are not abstract ex-
pressions of the results of scientific inquiry. They are
words of power, which stir their souls like memories of
childhood."
"For the sake of persons of these different types, scienti-
fic truth should he presented in different forms, and
should "be regarded as equally scientific whether it ap-
pears in the rolDUst form and vivid coloring of a physical
illustration, or in the tenuity and paleness of a symbol-
ic expression," , ^t t w tt(12)^ James Clerk Maxwell '
SO
CHAPTER 2
MAGNETIC AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM
PROPERTIES OP THE NUCLEUS
The nucleus is composed of several particles called nacleons.
Two kinds of nucleons are definitely known: the proton, with a mass
ahout two thousand times larger thanthat of the electron and carrying
a positive electric charge; and the neutron with a mass almost equal
to that of the proton mass hut electrically neutral. These particles
must "be thought of as undergoing a rapid motion within a narrow re-
gion of space schematically indicated hy the surrounding circle of
Fig. (3). The details of this motion remain to "be investigated*
Approximate Scale \ ZTn 1
• « i 10 cmProton
Q) Neutron
Fig, 3 Schematic presentation of a nucleus. Neutrons and protons
must "both "be thought of in a state of rapid motion, confined within
a region which is indicated hy the outer circle.
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"but one of its features is well known and is of primary importance at
this point. Whatever the paths of the individual nucleons may "be, it
appears that in about half of the known nuclei, there exists a rota-
tion of the nucleus as a whole about an axis; which passes through
its center of gravity.
As a rotating mass the nucleus possesses the property of an an-
gular momentum, directed along the axis of rotation. According to
the laws of quantum mechanics* the magnitude of this angular momentum
can only assume the values of (0, l/s, 1, 3/2i etc.) h/2;r » where h
is Planck's quantum of action and where the bracketed values indicate
the "Spin" of the nucleus. For all values of the spin different from
zeroi i.e., in all cases where a finite rotation exists, there exists
another property of the nucleus. This other property arises from the
fact that not only the masses but also the electrical charges located
in the nucleus participate in the rotation. This rotation cf the
charges, similar to the circulation of the electrons in the atom, is
equivalent to an amperian current so that the nucleus likewise can
be expected to have the properties of an elementary magnet.
7hV9; in addition to its well known properties of mass, charge
and intrinsic angular momentum (spin), the atomic nucleus possesses
in general a magnetic moment, that is, it behaves much as if it were
a bay magnet. Although elementary textbooks often define the mag-
netic moment of a magnet as the product of its magnetic pole strength
and the distance between its two poles, physicists believe that free
magnetic poles do not exist and that a more accurate picture involves
circulating electric currents or "current whirls". The magnetism
Of a bar of iron is attributed to "current whirls" of a kind within
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the iron atoms? and similarly the magnetism of the nucleus may "be con-
sidered as originating with circulating currents in the nucleus.
It would seem from the ahove description that the motion of the
nucleons is a necessary requirement for the existence of a nuclear
magnetic moment and that a proton at rest could not contrihute to the
magnetic moment of a nucleus. Actually that is not the case> since
the proton itself is known to possess a spin of I/2 and a magnetic mo-
ment. This "intrinsic" spin of an elementary particle may in some re-
spects be thought of as a rotation ahout an axis which passes through
the particle itself, somewhat analogous to the daily rotation of the
earth. There is not much known, at present, ahout the corresponding
amperian currents which evidently circulate within the particle and
thus give rise to its intrinsic magnetic moment. The somev/hat pecu-
liar origin of the intrinsic magnetic moment of the particle is empha-
sized "by the fact that the neutron, "besides having a spin of l/2>
likewise exhibits a magnetic moment in spite of the fact that it car-
ries no total electric charge, A quantitative understanding of nu-
clear magnetic moments requires that the intrinsic moments of the nu-
cleons "be taken into consideration, Furthennore, hydrogen, the sim-
plest atom, has a nucleus which consists of a single proton so that in
this case all the properties of the nucleus arise from the intrinsic
spin and magnetic moment of a nucleon. The nucleus of the hydrogen
atom is of particular interest since a great deal of the study of nu-
clear magnetism has, until recently, "been carried out on matter con-
taining hydrogen, i.e.,proton resonance.
Since the existence of an intrinsic angular momentum of the nu-
cleus implies a circulation of mass within it, it should not "be
S3
surprising that the magnetic moment and angular momentum are related to
each other. Indeed, classical models of the nucleus predict that
these two vectors should he collinear and that their lengths should
always he in the same ratio. Ibr example, if one computes the magnet-
ic moment of a spinning spherical shell with a charge q and mass M un-
iformly distrihuted over its surface, the magnetic moment ohtained is:
'ZtAc
(1)
where p is the angular momentum of the spinning shell and c is a con-
stant nximerically equal to the velocity of light in free space.
It will be shown that the nucleus does not confoim accurately to
this model, and that the resonance absorption phenomenon to he dis-
cussed provides one of the experimental methods for learning the re-
lation between the nuclear magnetic moment and the vector p. How-
ever, nuclear magnets differ only in magnitude and/or sign from the
prediction of Eq.(l) and it can be shown that:
where g is a number characteristic of a given nuclear species in a
given nuclear energy state. The symbol M denotes the proton mass and
e the proton charge.
Since the nuclear moment is proportional to the intrinsic angular
momentum or "spin" of the nucleus, it is worthwhile to review the
special properties of this vector according to modern physics. The
angular momentum of any particle or system of particles ia found to "be
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expressible in terms of a fundamental unit ti (read h-ljar) which is
Planck's constant divided "by 2 ''^ . The quantity usually denoted the
"spin" is defined ae l/l^ times the largest observable value of the
time average of a component of p in a given direction. The direction
of interest here will be the direction of an applied magnetic field
H thus:
(i-)(^«
"the spin* - {^)(^] ^ J
(3)
It is found e3q)erimentally and theoretically that the nuclear spin
quantum number I can have integral or half-integral values. Each nu-
clear ground state is characterized by just one value of I*
A general expression for all the permitted values of p„ ist
-i^^ = 101ti
(4)
where m = I> I-l, I-2» j -I+l> -I. Since quantum mechanical ar-
guments show that the value of p " p is I (I + 1) Ti : the length of





One can apply the relations to find the length of the component of p
lAxich is at right angles to the H - direction. Consider the proton
which has been found experimentally to have I = l/2* When p- = mTn ;
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with m = + 1/2, the length of the vector is /p/ = (^ )1i and the
perpendicular component Isi (See Fig. 4)
= s/2. ^ (6)
which is even greater than (p„) max. As I increasesj- (p„) and Ip/
iDecome more nearly equal. For an ohject which is massive (compared to
a nucleus) J such as a spinning hasetall (Ptt) inax and |p( are for all
practical purposes equal for measurable values of p.
I = 2 for protons
p = mil ~ p h
- 2









Fig. 4 Vector components of the angular momentum p of the proton
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The following paragraphs will discuss the concepts of Larmor precess-
ion and energy storage in a magnetic field.
If a magnet of dipole momentya is placed in a magnetic field H,
a torque L, is exerted on the magnetic dipole, and in vector notation,
Newton's law of rotational motion states that the rate of change of
angular momentum of a system is eo^ual to the torque applied to it, or
cLt
Since the torque on a nucleus with magnetic moment ;a is given ty
Eq.(7) it follows that
d^=y(Axn (9)
However, since from Eq.(2),;u = g(e/2Mc)p, we have
dt <^UM^
(IC^
which is the equation of motion of the vector p. The vector proper-
ties of Eq,(10) indicate that the magnitude of p is constant and that
p is precessing with angular velocity
"° = ife^ ^ • (u):iMc
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To see this more clearly, note that in Fig, (5)
df. — tOo^ J^ dt (12)
gives the proper direction to d p, as well as the proper magnitude.
Fig. 5 Vector diagram used to illustrate the differential equation
oteyed "by a precessing angular momentum vector of constant magnitude.
Therefore^ it may "be concluded that if a nucleus of magnetic
moment^ - g (e/2Mc) p is placed in a magnetic field* the magnetic
moment vector (or the angular momentum vector) precesses with the
angular frequency of Ilq,(ll) regardless of the angle between;«. and
H. This is called the "Larmor precession frequency".
Recalling Bqs.(l) & (5), it can be shown that the vector model
of the nucleus may "be described in terms of the magnetic moment as




it has a component
along the direction of an externally applied magnetic field H, and a
component of length
-^ d\xM(iJ -^ (16)
which is perpendicular to the external field and processes with an
angular frequency of magnitude
It may he shown from Eq,(7) that the potential energy U of a magnetic
moment^ in a magnetic field H| except for an additive constant is
U - "^a • // ^ ->a // (17)
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The energy associated with a nuclear dipole in a state characterized
"by m is (from Eqs,14 & 17^
7f|
[/(m) =
-J fjO^)^H . (18)
A nucleus of spin I has, in general, (21 +1) energy levels (one for
each value of m) acceasihle to it in consequence of its interaction
with a magnetic field H. These are called Zeeman levels, inasmuch as
they are similar to those responsible for the Zeeman line splittings
in atomic spectra. It should he noted that the foregoing equations
are valid whether g is negative or positive* The constant
>^o^ -&i~ (19)
is called the nuclear magneton, and nuclear magnetic moments are often
measured in terms of it. The "Bohr magneton", /<i^^ , which is the unit
of measure for electronic moments, may "be found from Eq.(l9) "by sub-
stituting the elctron mass for the proton mass. The value of the two
magnetons are as follows:
^A ^ C^ 72 x^/o' tv^
It is customary to let the vector I stand for the nuclear spin In




These definitions can "be combined to express most conveniently the
nuclear magnetic moment as
/k = o/X,I9, ^o-L- (20)
The quantity generally known as "the magnetic moment '• is
The dimensionless numtor rj is the "magnetic moment" measured in
units of the nuclear magneton.
The effects of thermal agitation on an assembly of magnets are
introduced by carrying out a simple derivation of the so-called sta-
tic Curie susceptibility.
The magnetic induction, or magnetic flux density^ within a sam-=
pie of matter may be written as
E = H + ^irF\ (22)
V/here H is the magnetic field and M is the volume density of magnetic
dipole moments or the magnetic moment per unit volume of the sample.
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In simple substances which are isotropic, the vector M is proportion-
al to the applied magnetic field? as will "be seen in the ensuing com-
putation. The proportionality factor"^ is defined as the magnetic
susceptibility:
M- X// (23)
Consider now a substance containing N nuclei per unit volume?
and assume for simplicity their nuclear magnets are all alike. Since
from Eq.(l4), the value of the static magnetic moment component along
the field direction is known for each state m, one can compute the
magnetic moment per unit volume, M, if the number of nuclei in each
energy state were known. The natural tendency is for a magnet to a-
lign itself parallel to an external field, for, the potential energy
is then a minimum. However, the thermal energy possessed by each de-
gree of freedom of the nucleus by virtue of its temperature, T, is
2 'hT; where k is the Boltzraann constant. A simple calculation shows
that, even for the largest nuclear magnet, this thermal energy far
exceeds the (difference in energy between the parallel and the anti-
parallel positions of the nuclear magnet in the field H.
It is expected, therefore, that the collisions due to the ther-
mal agitation in the sample will play such havoc among the ranks of
the nuclear magnets, which the external field H seeks to align, that
there will be but a very small excess of nuclei in the lowest energy
state. To illustrate this effect quantitatively, the excess number
of protons (21 + 1 = 2) in the lov'er energy state at room temperature
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in a field of 20*000 gauss (usually the upper limit on fields obtain-
able in the lalDoratory) will "be computed from the Boltzmann factor.
Let the numlDer of nuclei per unit volume with energy U(m) "be N(m)»
Then the ratio of the population of the two proton states m = I/2 and
m = -1/2 is, according to Boltzmann,
(24)
since, at room temperature, U(m) <C< kT. Substituting the numbers H =
-14
20,000 gauss, kT = 4 x 10 erg, and g = 5»58 for protons, one finds
NH)
_ 1 + W.i <io-^
N(-i) ~
Thus, for every million nuclei in the upper energy state, there are
one million and fourteen nulcei in the lower energy state. Clearly
it is these fourteen protons in each two million which are responsible
for the net nuclear magnetism of the sample.
While the value is small and v/ould be difficult to observe di-
rectly, it is actually not the nuclear magnetism M, but the rate of
change of the rapidly varying nuclear induction B = 4 ^ M, which is
observed in the resonance experiments and which can be easily detected.
To ".ompute the Curie susceptibility for any nucleus character-
ized by < = g/(^ H/kT, the following sum is required
33
-t I
" h\--:r " Mr
-J (I
Since °^ ^ 1, the constant K is evaluated from
as N/(2l + 1). Thus Eq.(25) ^oecomes
T
2l^i H -^
Vi/hether I is integral or half-integral* it may TDe shown that
(26)
^ ^""^J. x(l-^i)(aJ-hl)
and the final result is
M,=LtL_U^j^^I(i^i) (27)
A comparison of Eq, (27) with Eq.(23) identifies the Curie suscepti'bil-
ity, which is denoted "by %j J
Ir. =LN_\ ^M.^ I (T^l) (28)
- YJf) ?'^'" ^ ^'"^
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Returning to the example of the proton, it is seen that Eq.(28)
gives the magnetic moment per unit volume arising from the fourteen
excess protons aligned parallel to H out of every two million protons
in the sample. With reduced temperatures, the excess population in the
lower energy state increases. Indeed, at very low teniperatures the nu-
clear effect "becomes so pronounced as to "be experimentally measura"ble;
the static Curie suscepti'bility of solid hydrogen has "been measured
(13)





The results of Chapter 2 and the Bohr frequency condition can "be
used to conclude that nuclear resonance absorption may occur,
Bohr's explanation of the hydrogen spectrum involved the postu-
late that a system characterized "by two discrete energy states sepa-
rated hy energy A U may make a transition from one state to the
other accompanied hy either emission or absorption of a quantum elec-
tromagnetic radiation of energy
^CJ=aI7 (29)
Vfhether the quantum is emitted or absorbed is determined by energy
conservation for the transition in question.
In Chapter 2t a nucleus in a magnetic field was shown to have
(21 + 1) energy levels accessible to it» and if I ^ 0» transitions
are possible. The energy difference between any two such levels in
a constant external magnetic field H- is
Uitn") ~Vi.tr,') =onH{^'-rr!')^Acti^i^-^/. (30)
S7
Only transitions in v;hich m changes Tsy + 1 or - 1 are permitted "by a
so-called "selection rule" and therefore transitions are permitted be-
tween adjacent states of an energy level scheme such as that of Fig*

















Fig. 6 Energy level diagram for a nuclear moment of spin 5/2» show-
ing schematically the absorption of a quantum of radiation which in-
duces a transition between a pair of adjacent Zeeman levels.
The selection rule applied to Eqs,(29) & (30) determines the frequen-
cy of the radiation emitted or absorbed by the nuclear magnetic di-
pole;
Ji
which is precisely the Larmor frequency of Bq.(l6)» Protons in a
field of 10*000 gauss precess at a frequency O ^217- s 42.6 x 10 sec ,
which is in the radiofrequency range*
To summarize j if one subjects a sample containing nuclear magnets
to radiation at the Larmor frequencyi which is the order of megacycles
in ordinary laboratory magnetic fields* a nucleus in a lower Zeeman
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energy state may alDsort a quantum of energy from the radiation field
and make a transition to the next higher energy state. If the fre-
quency of the radiation is not near the Larmor frequency, little or no
ahsorption is expected, and hence the ahsorption is what physicists
call a "resonance phenomenon".
This cursory argument ignores entirely a numher of important de-
tails. For example, are there sufficient excesses of nuclei in the
lower energy states for a measurable net ahsorhtion to occur? If so,
what means exist to maintain this distribution during the absorption
process? Are there any details about the radiation, such as its po-
larization, which are important? Some of these questions will be
dealt with later.
At present, an attempt will be made to view with some detail the
torques generated by an alternating magnetic field. Suppose that a
small magnetic field IL rotating with an angular frequency ^J is in
some way placed at right angles to the constant magnetic field H^^,
where H, ^-^ H . . The additional field H. will produce a new torque
^flo-D ^^^°^ tends to tip the vector/U. Note, however, that if E. ro-
tates at a frequency appreciably different from the Larmor precession
frequency of/^ in the large magnetic field, L _ will change sense
periodically with a frequency which is the difference between U) and
cO
. This is seen from Fig. (7) by noting that when H has the position
QA with respect tOyU , L^, tends to tipyU. downward, but when H_ has
position OB, its torque ( L— ) tends to tip>t upward. This periodic
change in sense of L-. when CO and Ld ^ differ appreciably leads to









Fig. 7 Vector diagrain__illust rating the tendency of the small pre-
cessing magnetic field Hi to tip the__raagnetic moment vector as it
precesses in a large constant field Hq.
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But when Co = CJ^, L-, tends always to tip/^ in the sameflop
sense. If the vector>^ does tip and thus change its angle with re-
spect to H > energy must either he ahsorhed or emitted; hence again,
one is led to the resonance condition, this time hy purely classical
considerations.
The magnetic field H- mast rotate with angular frequency ^ q»
whereas it seems natural to think of the electromagnetic radiation
mentioned at the "beginning of this chapter as possessing an oscilla-
tory magnetic component. The two points of view are reconcilahle if
one notes that an oscillatory field consists of two superimposed
fields which rotate in opposite directions. Consider the field
H — ^f-^^ COS CO t















which rotate ahout the z axis with frequency CJ > hut in opposite di-
rections. If the oscillating field in Eq.(S2) has (^ = COq, one of
its rotating components will follow the processing vector^ and
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produce transitions as already discussed. The oppositely rotating
component is far off resonance and its effect is negligible.
These considerations lead one to expect that the radiation which
is to induce the transitions mentioned at the "beginning of this chap-
ter should "be polarized with its magnetic vector at right angles to
the large field H .
The simple arguments of the ahove paragraphs attempt to make the
absorption plausible, but a (quantum mechanical treatment is reo_uired
to establish firmly the properties of absorption by an assembly of
nuclear magnets. Quantum mechanics does not give complete information
with regard to the energy, angular momentum, and position of each nu-
cleus at any time, but it does provide all that is necessary to know,
namely, the probability that a nuclear magnetic moment initially in
a state m will at some later time be found in a state m , This prob-
ability, expressed per unit time will be denoted by P (m-—^m ),
If a nucleus in one of its Zeeman energy states is immersed in a
radiation field with energy in the frequency range d7^ near y given
by P(^7^)Ji2^ f one expects the probability of a transition to be pro-
portioral to the number of quanta present with the frequency near the
Larmor frequency, that is, proportional to QiP^)* ^^ ^^^t the quan-





Ijj. j-l / which is the so-called "matrix element" of the
nuclear spin, is usually of the order of magnitude of unity; and when
|m - m|>l it vanishes, giving rise to the selection rule mentioned
at the "beginning of this chapter.
Consider an isolated magnetic moment with I = l/S (single proton)
in a constant magnetic field H^ perpeMicular to which is a precessing
- (14)
smaller field H. . Eahi ' computed the transition prohahility direct-
ly from the Schrodinger equation containing the time, without resort-
ing to perturhation theory. He found the chance C (l/2—^ "l/S) for
a nucleus initially in the state m = I/2 to "be at a later time t in






Where tan 6 = BL/H^. In this equation C is not a protahility per
unit time, hut is rather the total prohahility at any time t. The
sign of the ratio is negative if the rotation of H^ is not in the
same sense as the nuclear precession. In most experiments EL << H.




When resonance is obtained, that is,^ = ^ p^> a value of t can "be
obtained for which C (l/2 >-l/2) is as close to unity as one
pleases* Moreover, when Cj = - 60 q> C (1/2—> -l/S) "becomes ex-
tremely small confirming the conclusion mace earlier that the wrongs
rotating half of the oscillating field has a negli^ilale effect.
At resonance? the expression? Eq.(36), oscillates hetv/een and
1 as time progresses. This hints at a result whif^ was explicitly
found hy Eahi and also "by the perturhation treatment, namely,
(S7)
The classical discussion made this likely, for there is nothing a-
"bout the rotating field H, v/hich will turn off L-^ after the mag-
netic momentytA has "been tipped to a nex^i position with respect to H
(and therefore, to a new energy).
Since the expression? Eq. (36)? applies only to a single magnetic
moment one must "be crreful in applying conclusions drawn from Eq.(36)
to an assembly of interacting spins. First? as v/ill he seen later?
C.(l/2 >--l/2) "becomes quite small if CO q/a) differs from unity
"by even a very small amount? (this indicates a very narrow resonance
line from the point of view of frequency changes)* Then again? in-
homogeneties in any la"boratory magnetic field will make it impossi"ble
for a sizeable fraction of the nuclei initially in state m = l/2 to
have their C's near unity at any instant. Parther, the nuclear mag-
nets produce time varying local magnetic fields affecting their
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neighbors which tend to spread U) over an appreciable range. Only
a small portion of these frequencies will be covered at any instant
by a single monochromatic radiation source.
The equal probability found inEq.(37) for transitions downward
in energy (stimulated emission) and transitions upward in energy
(absorption) emphasizes the following fact: If a net absorption is
to occur J then at all times the excess number of nuclear magnets
(14 per million) must remain in the lower energy state at equili-
brium. Otherwise, every absorptive transition will be balanced? on
the average, by an emissive transition, and there will be no net
energy exchange.
One is thus faced with the problem: how is thermal equilibrium
among spin states established? and> once established can it be main-
tained during a resonance experiment? These questions lead to the
concepts of nuclear relaxation times or the rate of energy change be-
tween the spin system and the surrounding lattice structure. If the
"coupling" between the spin system and lattice structure is small*
i.e.j if the relaxation time is long, then the energy of the spin
system is conserved for a period as long as the relaxation time.
This suggests the existence of a system which has a rotating magnetic
moment and hence an associated angular momentum whose energy and
therefore vector direction is conserved for a period long enough to
be used as a reference. However, in the next chapter, a detailed
study of the meaning of relaxation time and the method of conservation
of energy will show that the practical realization of a reference uti-





Consider a sample containing nuclear magnetic moments which re-
sides initially in a small magnetic field such as that of the earth.
The Boltzmann factors for the various Zeeman energy states are almost
exactly unity 'and the spins are essentially equally distrilDUted among
the 21+1 spin states. If this sample is thrust suddenly into the
gap of an electromagnet which produces a field of lOjOOO gaussj. one
asks how much time must elapse "before the equilihrium excess numter
of nuclei will have found their v/ay into the lower energy states. One
is thus interested in the mechanism of the so-called relaxation pro-
cess hy which equilihrium is established. From a thermodynamic
point of view, a relaxation process is thus any method of energy ex-
change hetv/een the system of nuclear spins and the lattice*
At the first instant after insertion into the magnetic field; and
"before equili"brium is o"btained, the nuclear spins are still ver'y near-
ly distri"buted in equal numhers among the 21+1 levels. A study cf
Eq.(24) indicates that, since H and therefore U(m) , is now large,
the exponent can remain negligi"ble only if the temperature T of the
spin system is extremely high. In fact for I = 1/2, the excess num"ber
in the lower energy state defines at any time the spin temperature T •
s
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Thus, the prolDlem is one of describing the heat exchange "between the
lattice of vihrating atoms or molecules and the system of nuclear
magnets, whose existence is usually well-sheltered "by the enveloping
electron closed-shells formed during the chemical comhination which
hrcu-ght the lattice into "being.
In order for the spins to "cool down", it is necessary that
transitions from the upper spin states to the lower states occur more
freo^uently than the reverse transitions. This seems, at first, to be
incompati"ble with the result of Eq«(36) which shows that the pro"ba"bi-
lities in "both directions are equal. However, the present situation
differs from that considered in the previous chapter in that the en-
tire system, consisting of lattice, radiation field, and spins, is
being left to itself to come to equilibrium at a definite temperature,
whereas the monochromatic radiation field of the previous chapter
never comes to equilibrium with the nuclear spina at a common single
temperature. Therefore, the probabilities of the previous chapter
cannot be applied to the relaxation process without first taking into
account certain properties and consequences of the equilibrium.
Let N(p) and N(q) be the equilibrium populations of two Zeeman
levels p and q which differ in energy by U - U • Then a detailed
balancing of the transitions between p and q will preserve equili-
brium
N(f)W(f—c^)- N (%) W ((^—^ j^) (38)
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where W(p
—^q) is the total protalDility per unit time of a single
transition from p to q. But at equililDrium, the Boltzmann factor gov-
erns N(p)/lT(q) and
The prohahility of a single transition from p to q cannot depend
upon the population of q, and one must suppose that the total proha-
"bilitiesj W| are related to the quantum mechanical prohatilities P
through the Boltzmann factor of the final state, even when equilihrium
has not yet heen estalDlished; thus
wr-fi^<j) = ?r-f-><j)e.p/^j
(40)
To consider a case in detail, choose I = I/2 and let the total numher
of spins he N, the population of the lower and upper energy states he-
ing repsectively N(+) and H(-). Then since ?( + -—*•-) = P(——>• +-)?jP ©ne
obtains from Eqs.(40) & (30)
(41)
The excess numher n = N(+) - N(") changes "by 2 for each transition.
This fact and the definition of the prohahilities leads to the dif-
ferential equation
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dn. ^ ^ N(-) Wr-^+)- ^ N(-t) W(->-^-) (42)




Substituting Eq.(43) into (42) yields
d-n
_ ^?(n^-n) (44)
Where n = N \g\yAA^ H^/kT is the equilihrium value of n. Integration
of the ahove equation (44) yields
n= %[1- e<f (-^?^)] (45)
It should he noted that the equilibrium excess number is established
in a fashion analogous to the charging of the capacitor of time con-
stant I/2P. This characteristic time
77 = ^1- (46)
^ aP
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is called the spin-lattice relaxation time or the thermal relaxation
time, or as Bloch calls it. the longitudinal relaxation time. This
is the time required for all hut l/e of the equilibrium excess number
of spins to reach the lower energy state-
Theories of nuclear relaxation must compute P from Eq.(34),
(14)Waller made one of the pioneering attempts in this direction. He
examined the effect of the spectrum of vibration and other lattice
motions responsible for the specific heat of the solid. Such vibra-
tions of the charged particles of the lattice lead to oscillatory
currents and therefore to oscillatory local magnetic fields. The
spectral intensity of these oscillatory* local magnetic fields at the
Larmor frequency should determine P according to Eq.(34). However-
this mechanism leads to values of T v;hich are several orders of mag-
nitude too large. Bloembergenj Purcell and Pound have studied re-
laxation in fluids and found that Brownian motions at the Larmor fre-
quency provide the relaxation mechanism.
-4
Thermal relaxation times thus far measured range from 10 sec-
onds or less in certain solutions containing paramagnetic ions to
several hours for very pure ice crystal at liquid nitrogen tempera^-
tures. The value of T^ for protons in v/ater at room temperature has
(X5)been measured by Hahn ' to be 2.33 ± 0.07 seconds? in good agree-
(g\
ment with the theory of Bloembergen, Purcell and Pound. '
For the sake of an intuitive concept of what is physically going
on when the relaxation process is taking place, one may conjure up
the following simplified mental picture. Consider the precession of
a number of magnetic moment vectors immersed in a constant .external
magnetic field where the exciting fields at right angles to this
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constant external field has "been removed. Now from the point of view
of conservation of energy, if there is no mechanism availalDle to dis-
sipate the energy associated with the motion of this spin system,
then theoretically this motion should go on continuously. But there
now exists a method of energy dissipation, namely, that of frequency
coupling with the relatively distant lattice and molecular structure.
If this lattice structure has the geometry and motion which permits
a large rate of energy transfer "between the spin system and lattice
structure then the energy of the spin system will run down rapidly,
i.e., short relaxation time. However, certain compounds are availa-
hle (calcium fluoride, for example) where the "coupling" mentioned
earlier is very weak and hence gives rise to long relaxation times
(hours)
•
It was the intention at the outset of this investigation to
utilize this long relaxation time as follows: Inasmuch as there is
an angular momentum associated with the precessional motion and since
the energy of this system is conserved over a long period of time,
then perhaps one has available the equivalent of a "bearingless, fric-
tionless gyroscope. The direction of this angular momentum should,
it would seem, "be preserved for the length of the relaxation time.
However, this is not the case, since as a result of this investiga-
tion the following has heen ascertained; Although in the case of a
long relaxation time, it is true that the energy of the spin sys-
tem is conserved, it should be "borne in mind that the system in which
this energy resides consists of nuclear magnets plus the external
constant magnetic field. Therefore, the resulting direction of the
associated angular momentum vector is conserved only with respect to
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the direction of the external magnetic field and not with respect to
inertial space. Hence, unless the external field is stabilized v/ith
respect to inertial space, any physical rotation of the external field
will cause the associated nuclear angular momentum to realign itself
with the new direction of the external field*
The preceding paragraphs dealt with interactions Tsetween the
system of nuclear spins and the lattice. In addition, each individu-
al processing nuclear magnet interacts with neighboring spins through
their magnetic fields. In fact, the total magnetic field at any sin-
gle nucleus consists not only of the applied field H , "but includes
also the resultant of the local fields produced "by the static compo-
nents of neighboring magnetic dipoles. Depending upon the arrange-
ment of its neighbors among the 21 + 1 values ofyU„y a given nucleus
"sees" a slightly larger or slightly smaller field than that exter-
nally applied. One can estimate this effect by finding the magnitude
of the local field which a nuclear magnetic dipole may be expected
to produce at a distance of an angstrom unit or so.
^/o.„rAi'''^^r"" (47)
One can expect a dispersion or spread of values of the precession ,„
frequency because of the variation of these several gauss of the ef-
fective magnetic field at different nuclei throughout the sample.
The magnitude of the precession frequency spread, ^ ^- is then
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^^o^HMo^'^/^,^ ~ /^ * i«c"^ . <^^'
One can interpret this as meaning that if two nuclei are known to "be
processing in phase at time t = 0> they may he expected to have lost
/ -4their phase relationship within a time the order of 1/^ cO^'^ "^^ sec-
onds*
A second process can occur to interrupt the phases of the proces-
sing spins. If nuclei A and B are anti-parallel to each other » the
processing component of A*s magnetic moment produces at B a processing
magnetic field at nearly the proper frequency to produce a transition
and vice versa* It is therefore possihle for A and B to flip each
other over, leaving the net energy of the spin system unchanged* In
effect* spins A and B have interchanged positions in the lattice, and
this is often called a spin exchange or spin-spin collision*
Though the spin collision does not affect the total energy of the
spin system, it does limit the lifetime of a spin state and leads,
through the Heisenhorg uncertainty relation, to an energy spread or
dispersion. Since the relative phases of the two neighhoring spins
change appreciahly during a time l/^ Cd n* ^^® °^^ expect that nucleus A
will .require a time of that order of magnitude "before the Larmor fre-
quency "becomes precisely equal to that of spin B, and the lifetime of
a spin state should "bo limited "by spin-spin collisions to times the
order of l/5 (0 q* Consequently the energy levels are "broadened "by an
amount of o U given "by
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SU'fj^\^^ (49)
In accordance with the Heisenherg uncertainty principle. One again
arrives at the conclusion that the relative phases of the precessing
nuclear spins will "be destroyed over times the order of ij ^ Cd ^"^
-4
10 seconds, as a consequence of the interruption of a precessing
state through spin-spin collisions.
The ohservahle effect of these two phase destroying processes
arises through the spread in energy levels, that is, the dispersion
of Larmor frequencies, which imparts to the ahsorption line a finite
v/idth. This effect, therefore, decreases the accuracy of the meas-
urement.
The quantum mechanical calculation of line width verifies that
"both local field dispersion and spin exchange are real effects which
"broaden the line. Reports "by F. Bitter and N. L. Alpert ' verify
the fact that in solids the intermiclear fields tend to hroaden the
resonance lines. However, when the rotations within the sample occur
v/ith frequencies greater than the Larmor frequency involved, the in-
ternu'^lear fields practically average out to zero during one Larmor
cycle, thus resulting in a narrow line.
—4
The time (10 seconds) referred to ahove is denoted as the
"transverse relaxation time" and is symholized "by
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Thus far, the point of view has often teen "microscopic" » that
is* the various phenomena have "been considered in terms of the indi-
vidual nucleus* This was done primarily to point out the inherent
physical difficulties involved when one attempts to utilize these
phenomena as a means to estahlish a vector reference with respect to
inertial space*
It cannot he denied, however, that in the principle of nuclear
magnetic resonance there exists a means of attaining a measurable
quantity with a high degree of precision. The accuracy of this meas-
urement is limited essentially "by the degree of homogeneity attaina-
hle in a magnetic field. Hence, from the point of view of carrying
out actual experiments where one deals with matter in "bulk, it is the
"behavior of the "macroscopic" magnetic moment which "becomes important.




THE CLASSICAL APPROACH OF BLOCH
The magnetic moment per unit volume, M, of the experimental sam-
ple is related to the magnetic field H through the magnetic suscepti-
bility'^ , which is conveniently selected as the quantity to which
the absorption will he related. As in the familiar example of the
magnetic absorption which leads to hysteresis losses in a transform-
er core, the eneigy absorbed by a unit volume of the sample per sec-
ond is
A=M- ( ff'dM . (50)
The integral itself represents the energy absorbed per cycle. It is
convenient to represent the oscillatory magnetic field as the real
part of a complex number
7r - 3<H^ ey^Qo^t) (51)
(Script letters are used to denote complex quantities.) The physi-
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cally otservatle magnetization is the real part of the complex quan-
tity7T[ which is the product of the complex susceptibility^^-/. "/• A
M='^(xH^CosoJ^)'h'X'(xH^SinC^t)^ (52)
Since 2H, cos v;t is the applied field, the imaginary portion of the
susceptibility is a measure of the out-of-phase conrponent of magneti-
zation.
If M and dM/dt are taken to be collinear with 2H. > the integral




The energy absorbed by the nuclear spin system is therefore propor-
tional to X » the out of phase component of the nuclear magnetiza-
tion. In the following paragraphs the resonance properties of X
will be demonstrated, thereby establishing nuclear magnetic resonance
absorption*
The equations of motion involving the nuclear magnetization M
and the total magnetic field can be written from the discussion of
earlier chapters. These equations were set up and solved by Bloch)
who sought a phenomenological description of the nulcear induction
effect which is closely related to the absorption treated here.
Let the sainple be placed in a large constant magnetic field H,.
which lies along the Z- axis of a rectangular coordinate system, and
suppose a small magnetic field to precess about the ^ axis. Then
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the magnetic field vector is to include H and the "left" rotating
portion of Eq.(33)
%'^ 1 ^'^^ ^^
H^ ' ~H^ Sir, CO-t \ ' (54)
J O
The rotating field has its angular velocity vector along the direction
of - V "because Eq.(ll) indicates that a positive magnetic moment pre-
cesses in this sense. The equations which follow therefore* treat ah-
sorption hy an aggregate of nuclei with positive magnetic moments, the
results will he equally valid for a negative moment if the H field
precesses about + 3^ } hut no distinction will "be necessary in the ex-
perimental situation v/hich uses the oscillating field H = 2H- cos wtj
as hoth precessing components are present*
It is assumed for simplicity that the sample contains hut one
magnetic nuclear species, of which there are N per unit volume, and
that this nucleus has spin I and magnetic moment gl nuclear magnetons.
Although overlapping of two different nuclear resonances will seldom
occur because the resonances are generally quite narrow, superposition
will adapt the results which follow to any situation.
The vector equation of motion for a single nuclear magnetic mo-
ment may he written from Eq.(9) as
^H:,Mc)








1 = g / e \ ^ CJ.
Mc //.ol/7C
(57)
However, Eq«(56) is correct only if the following assumptions are
made:
1« That the changes of orientation of each nucleus are solely
due to the presence of the external fields*
a) The atomic electrons do not cause appreciahle fields to
act upon the nuclei,
"b) The interaction "between neighhoring nuclei can "be ne-
glected.
c) The thermal agitation does not essentially affect the
nuclei* i.e»^ the relaxation time is long compared to the
considered time intervals.
2. That the external fields are uniform throughout the sample.
Hence Eq. (50) represents "but one of several contrihutions to
dW/dt* other contrihutions arise from the processes discussed in the
previous chapter. For example, the 3- - component of magnetization is
proportional to the excess num"ber in the lower energy states, and Bqs.
(44) & (46) produce a spin-lattice contrilDution
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dMj ^ (tLd^l (58)
d.ir 7;
The final contribution arises through spin-spin processes^ which were
found in the previous chapter to destroy phase relationships between
the precessing (x- and y-) components of the nuclear magnetic moments.






Integration of each equation in (59) by itself verifies that these
components would die out to l/e of their initial values after time T •
Upon evaluating the cross products in Eq.(56) and adding the con-
tributions from Eqs.(58) & (59) > one obtains the Bloch equations.
dM. -7 [/Wj /4 ^-M^ H^ sin m] - My
IM^ ^ r [~ N, Hl sfh cot- Af^ H^co.s L6t] 4 (Hq-M^'i
(60)
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The resonant absorption phenomenon that is treated here is descri"bed
largely by a particular solution of Eq. (60) which is obtained in
Appendix A* In the absorption experiments one is interested in M
and M since the experimentally applied fields 2H, cos wt and H. are
in these directions. One finds>
M)^ -- 'i X ^>o'^ (-^ n, cos U)i]X(ui,"Ld)-h^H^ Shi c^-^^
(61)
Where /is the Curie susceptibility in Eq.(28).






i'-T/ ^-COr-V /Vj 7,1; (64)
Finally the absorption is obtained from Eq.(53) and the above value
of X
A ' (^ Hi A . ^qT^ . (65)
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The key equation (55) into which Bloch introduced the interac-
tions involving T and T is a classical one, and it may well "be
asked why it can te applied with such confidence to the small nuclear
domain under consideration. In the quantum mechanical formalism, the
magnetic moment JJ^ is replaced "by an "operator", and a procedure is
developed for finding, directly from the operator and the nuclear
wave function, the "expectation value" of the ouantity the operator
represents. The quantum mechanical expression for the time deriva-
tive of the magnetic moment operator is identical in form to Eq.(55),
y<>L "being replaced "by the operator. Upon proceeding to take the expec-
tation value of each numher, one alters in no way the form of the e-
quation, which is now satisfied "by the expectation value of ^/<^ .
This expectation value corresponds to the ohservahle quantity in an
experiment, and therefore, Eq.(55) describes the system no matter
how large or small its quantum nismhers may "be.
The Bloch suscepti"bilities may Toe simplified by considering two
different physical situations.
a) No saturation effects
"b) Saturation effects





For example, this condition, when applied to the proton resonance in
water at 7000 gauss, requires that H, "be about one milligauss or
smaller. The susceptihilities of Eqs.(63) & (64) then reduce to
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A — iXo CoJJ^ ^
(67)
(68)
and the absorption is
Pi^ ^H^ CO^" . (69)
The factor 6i) in Eq.(69) may isually "be replaced "by CJ_ since the res-
onance is ordinarily quite narrov; compared to the resonance frequency
CaP . Eqs.(67) & (68) are plotted in Fig. (8) against an ahscissa
£- /^ (U^ — Ia)) , The resonant character of the ahsorption is ap-
parent, maximum ahsorption occurring at the Larmor frequency. Far-
ther, the half-width at half maximum intensity occurs when
and thus l/T- is the half-width expressed as an angular frequency.
The qualitative considerations of Chapter Four are "borne out: spin-
spin processes fix the line width in a perfectly homogeneous field.
(17)
The Bloch susceptihilities have the so-called Lorentz shape^
which was first ohtained in the simple classical analysis of radiation
hy a damped oscillator.
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^ Xo ^o "^2





The Bloch nuclear susceptibilities plotted
against the dimensionless variable
€=12(0^0"^)-
These graphs apply to conditions of
negligible saturation
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b) Saturation effects — The restriction of Eq.(66) is now re-
2 2
moved and H. is allowed to increase until Tf H. T T has a value of
the order of unity. Under this condition, the nuclear spin system is
said to be saturated, that is, it is soaking up radiofrequency energy
to such an extent that the relaxation processes are unable to keep it
at the lattice temperature* One can observe this directly from the
expression (62) for M, if y is replaced by its value in Eq.(28)»
The maximum value of M , is then
(71)
Eq.(7l) has a form that suggests the definition of an effective spin
temperature
-^^"^^(1^Y^//^-7;t4 (V.)
since, if the constant field H alone were applied at a real tempera-
eff
ture equal to T ^ /«, \ ^ . , x, .-i-t. • -i ^ »,
s J Eq.(71) would give the eouilibrxum value of Mo





^p is no longer negligible compared
to unity. The absorption is also affected by saturation. Although
2
the expression (69) for A increases directly with H- the general ex-
pression (65) approaches the constant value:
P>k^^ -^ ^^^t^ (73)
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POSSIBILITIES AS SPACE PEFEEENCE
In the previous chapters iDoth the classical and microscopic stu--
dy of nuclear resonance have "been treated in sufficient detail to en-
able a discussion of the results on an intuitive "basis* During res-
onance the spin system may he characterized hy a single magnetic mo-
ment M^ per unit volume precessing ahout an external magnetic field
H« If one chooses a sample v/here the relaxation time T, is long then
the motion may he expressed hy the eo_uation
where
'Y is the gyromagnetic ratio* A special solution of this equa-
tion exists v;here the ^ component of M is constant,, i.e*; Mo = M'
cos Q} where © is the angle hetween H and M. Hencej since the result-
ant angular momentum vector of the spin system A is related to M hy
Ai= i ft
one would expect the J component of A likev/ise to remain constant
in raagnitudet It would seem therefore that one could indicate the
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direction of this angular moment'um with respect to inertial space
simply "by observing what the direction of the field H is when reson-
ant conditions are estalDliehed according to the expression
We = -^ A^c
where the suhscript denotes resonant values.
However, this is not the case since resonance can Tdc observed
only when an external constant magnetic field is applied, thus pre-
cession will take place only ahout the direction of this external
field. Hence the direction of the associated angalar momentum will
be conserved only with respect to the direction of the external field
and not with respect to inertial space. The angular momentum proper-
ty of the nucleus^ I :fc, contained in the gyromagnetic ratio
can only affect the magnitude of the resonance conditions, i.e., it
can only change the magnitude of 6*^ « or H , but it cannot manifest
itself in the form of a direction independent of yU • This argument
corresponds to the energy considerations discussed in Chapter Five.
Therefore, if the external field were suddenly removed, the pre-
(18)
cessing nuclei would, after a transient, precess about the strox^
est field available, namely the earth's field, until the energy of
the system is diminished through the thermal agitation.
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Proton resonance in enriched
mineral oil. H^ = 4,220 gauss
I'^'^i z^ ^oj J f^ = 20 megacycles
f is modulated "by 30 cps^
Wiggles due to non-adiabatic
variation of f , Sweep is from
right to left.
(Courtesy of Chemistry Dept.)
Fig. 9
This transient is illustrated in Fig. (9) which was photograped at the
Department of Chemistry resonance apparatus.
Cursory investigations have "been made v/ith regard to other pos~
silDle applications of the resonance phenomena. Suggestions were
made to use nuclear resonance principles in high precision resolvers..
Hov;ever this inrplies the use of electromagnets so that the necessary
fields may he varied hy varying the coil current according to the
values of the vector magnitudes and directions v;hich are to he su^nmedt
The electrical power necessary for proper operation and the hulk of
the proposed apparatus appear to he prohihitively large to he p radi-
cal for airhorne operation.
To he sure, nuclear resonance can he and has heen used to accur-
(19) (24)
ately calihrate ' ' the value of magnetic field intensities.
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Reference (19) reports an accuracy of one part per 40*000.
Despite the apparent negative results of this paper, the writer
feels that since, in the principle of nuclear magnetic resonance*
there resides a means of obtaining measurements of high precision with
relatively simple equipment the subject should "be further investigated.




To help obtain the particular solution of the Bloch equations,
define the complex numlDers
first edd i times the second equation of (60) to the first, then sub-
tract i times the second from the first, obtaining
The time dependence is removed "by letting
(A-3)
6 0>t




Eqs.(A-4) yield N and N__:
> (A-5)
To evaluate Jyi one requires the third equation of (60) • A solu-
tion is sought which is characterized hy a steady-state absorption,
and it will "be assumed that 777- is time independent. This assumption
(7
is not so restrictive as to require that the spin and lattice tempera-
tures he equal* "but merely requires that the spin system reach equil-
ihrium determined hy the inflow of y— •/ energy, the relaxation times,
and the lattice temperature. This equilihrium state may correspond
to a spin teii5)erature appreciably higher than the lattice temperature.
The assumption (:a.7)^^^-0 combine s with the Identity
to yield from Eq. (60) that
which on further rearranging becomes
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The "bracket of Eq.(A-7) is found directly from Eq.(A-5). Since the
hracket is real, f^-, may "be replaced "by r|-^ and, upon solving the r
sultant expression for ''^ one ohtains
^j //_^
Af^ -- r,//, fc'.-cor^ /r.
(4;,-a)/+(^^;Y^^/';Vj) .
(A-8)
The quantity Mij may be obtained from
M, = H\^n-)-i[\c'^'^%e'"']





Since n^ is real and the terms in the "brackets are complex conju-
gates, the expression (A-9) is also real and
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yCc — Magnetic moment vector
p — Angular momentum vector
c = Velocity of light in vacuum
M — Mass of proton
e = Charge on the proton
g - Nuclear g-factor (dimensionless)
>^ — (2"^ ) times the planck constant = •T;p (6.624 x lO" erg-see)
H = Magnetic field
I =• Nuclear spin vector (dimensionless)
>^ = Magnetic quantum numher (dimensionless)
I ~ Nuclear Spin (maximum value of m)
L — Torque vector
CJL =. Angular frequency of Larmor precession
U(m) == Zeeman energy of a magnetic moment in state m
_^-,
- e^/(2Mc) = Nuclear magneton
y{/^ = gl = dimensionless ntamher of nuclear magnetons: "The nuclear
magnetic moment"
B = Magnetic induction vector
M = Volxime density of magnetization
X = Magnetic susceptihility (dimensionless)
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N =• lumber of nuclear magnetic moments per unit volume
k =• Boltzmann constant = 1.38 x 10 erg/deg
T = Absolute temperature, usually of the lattice
N(m) = KumlDer of nuclei per unit volume in state m
Xo ^^ Nuclear Curie susceptibility
to =. Angular frequency of incident radiation
IL - Rotating magnetic field
Hq - Constant magnetic field vector
P(m—>m )=. Trans it ion protatility per unit time
V = Frequency of radiation
Pi^)- Energy density of radiation at frequency -j^
c(m—>m ) Absolute transition protalDility
T- = Spin-lattice relaxation time
T ~ Temperature of nuclear spin system
V(p—»q) Total transition probability per unit time after detailed
balancing
n = Excess of nuclei per unit volume in lower Zeeman state (for 1=
1/2)
n. ^ Equilibrium value of n for T = T
s
H- — Magnetic field produced at a lattice point by neighboring nu-
clear moments
A — Energy absorbed per second per unit volume
X
f A =-Real and imaginary parts of y(: = / -i /
Mq ^ Equilibrium value of ^ - component of nuclear magnetization
T =1 Time for a freely precessing component of nuclear magnetiza-
tion to fall to e~l of its value; inverse measure of line width
"Y = ge/(2Mc) = ratio of angular Larmor frequency to magnetic field
(gyromagnetic ratio)
^ = T(60q-0>))= dimensionless variable
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